Migrate, modernize and secure your
business with DXC and VMware
DXC Technology and VMware partner to rapidly
modernize applications, migrate the right workloads,
and securely manage your multicloud environment.
Customer benefits
DXC and VMware
at a glance

Working in partnership with your team,

• 15+ year partnership with

services and solutions that accelerate

DXC and VMware offer award-winning

deep strategic and executive

time to value, increase productivity and

alignment and a highly

strengthen security. Working together,

collaborative approach to

we will help you effectively:

engagements
• Joint application modernization
and cloud solutions leveraging
VMware’s market-leading
technology and DXC’s extensive
IT and industry expertise
• DXC recognized as winner of

• Modernize data centers
• Integrate public clouds
• Empower modern workspaces
• Transform security
• Manage multicloud infrastructures

• Provide end-to-end security from
your multicloud environment
to mobile devices by protecting
operating systems, applications
and data
• Leverage expertise and experience
accumulated over 50+ years of
helping customers determine how
to plan, build and deploy the best
systems for their business

Joint offerings/solutions
DXC leverages VMware solutions
across multiple layers of the Enterprise
Technology Stack.

VMware’s 2021 Achievement

DXC and VMware are committed to

Award for Partner Value,

improving the way you build, deliver

Hybrid and Multicloud. We support

Global Alliances

and consume IT resources. We offer a

your journey to private, hybrid and

strategic vision and joint solutions that

public cloud with a portfolio that

empower you to:

features managed multicloud services

About VMware
VMware software powers
the world’s complex digital
infrastructure. The company’s
cloud, app modernization,
networking, security, and digital
workspace offerings help
customers deliver any application
on any cloud across any device.
Headquartered in Palo Alto,
California, VMware is committed
to being a force for good, from
its breakthrough technology
innovations to its global impact.
For more information, please visit
https://www.vmware.com

• Accelerate time to value and time
to market by moving securely and
rapidly to multicloud services and
extending the value and performance
of your legacy infrastructure
• Unlock productivity and protect
customer trust by providing
personalized access to any application
from any device while safeguarding
corporate assets with next-generation
digital workplace solutions

powered by VMware, managed cloud
services for virtual private cloud, and
managed services for VMware Cloud
on AWS.

2,000+
certified VMware
professionals

80%+
virtual machines on
VMware

2,000+
joint customers
worldwide

Applications. We help you reassess

Compute and Data Center. Simplify

your application landscape to identify

and optimize your existing IT estates

applications to retire, modernize those

to provide a way forward for IT

you want to keep, and have a roadmap

modernization with DXC and VMware’s

for new application development that

virtualization solutions. We offer

is integrated into your overall cloud

managed compute, middleware,

strategy. Our joint solutions include

database and infrastructure services

DXC Application Modernization and

in any data center. In addition, our

DevOps and leverage DXC Testing

co-location services help customers

and Digital Assurance.

house and care for their IT equipment

Security. DXC leverages VMware
Carbon Black Cloud Endpoint to
protect your company from threats by

in secure and efficient DXC facilities.

Differentiation

giving you visibility to respond quickly

Our companies are integrated from the

to attacks before they can impact

executive suite to the delivery team and

your business — making sure your

share a highly collaborative approach

multicloud environments are secure.

to working with customers. Combining

Modern Workplace. Our joint
workplace solutions keep your
workforce connected and engaged
from anywhere at any time by
giving workers access to virtualized
desktops and applications and mobile
enterprise services.

DXC’s expertise in creating agile,
scalable infrastructures with VMware’s
virtualization solutions lets you realize
immediate and lasting returns on digital
transformation investments.

Learn more at
dxc.com/vmware

About DXC Partner Ecosystem
The DXC Partner Ecosystem is a curated ecosystem
of partner relationships built on a foundation
of collaboration, differentiation and innovation.
Together, we work to deliver the right solution and
the right team to address complex, critical customer
business challenges. Learn more at dxc.com/
partnerecosystem.

Get the insights that matter.
dxc.com/optin
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